
Solar Systems
for water sport, off-road

& outdoor use

Efficient power supply is ever more important;

invest in high-quality SunWare solar systems and

charge your batteries with solar modules.

SunWare solar modules generate all the power you

need for your refrigerator, electronics, pumps and

lighting. Enjoy your holidays with chilled drinks and

let the sun do the work for you.

Benefit from our expertise as a solar panel manu-

facturer with more than 25 years of experience and

opt for sophisticated products you can trust in

every respect, even off the beaten track.

Our SunWare systems are used for:

Sailing and motor yachts�

ff-road vehicles� O

Recreational vehicles with pop-top roofs�

GPS monitoring of containers�

� Industrial plants, for measuring & analysis

systems

� Navigation marks for inland waterways and the

open seas

� Lifeboats for commercial vessels

Self-sufficient measuring & control systems�
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SunWare solar systems are designed for

the harsh conditions at sea as for the

challenges off-road and outdoors.

Solar modules and charge controllers have

been developed, tested and produced in

Germany since 1987. This experience of many

years is the basis for the excellent quality of all

SunWare products, which have proven their

worth in global use.
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„A solar cell is a solid state device that

converts the energy of sunlight directly

into electricity by the photovoltaic effect.”

Source: Wikipedia 2015

In the beginning,
there is

the Light!
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How a

solar system works

The core of every solar module is the solar cell

that converts light directly into electric power.

Depending on the manufacturing process,

there are mono-crystalline, multi-crystalline

and thin-layer cells.

The characteristic efficiency of crystalline cells

is 18% - 21%, only in exceptional cases up to

22%. Thin-layer solar cells on the other hand

achieve efficiencies of only 8% - 12%.

A 12V solar module is a connected assembly

typically made up of 36 to 42 cells wired in

series. Based on the specific energy needs

and system voltage, several modules are

interconnected to form a large solar array.

The solar modules charge the batteries.

A charge controller, connected between

module and battery, protects the battery

against overcharge and discharge and

maintains the battery.

Note on planning a solar system:

The amount of energy produced varies greatly

depending on factors such as location,

orientation and season. Each system has to

be sized to suit the individual requirements

and battery size.

See: www.sunware.de/auslegung



Power for

fridge,

laptop ,, navi
phone, TV...
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What can I use a

solar system for?

Imagine perfectly chilled drinks at any time!

Even a 100 Wp solar panel generates enough

electricity to power your refrigerator and lights.

No more running the engine just to charge the

batteries.

When the engine is turned off and the  plug is

pulled, power supply quickly becomes a

problem. SatNav, laptop, refrigerator, TV, tablet

and pumps all need power.

The answer is solar panels.

For charter boats and rental caravans that are

not usually fitted with solar panels, the RX

series offers plug & play solar modules with

controller and vehicle plug as the ideal

solution.
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SunWare modules are designed without

sharp edges and corners to minimise the risk

of injury. Only one cable per module for easy

roof or deck penetration.

All our modules are coated on the front with

Nowoflon – a fluoropolymer film that we have

used for over 20 years now.

Why SunWare?

Maud Fontenoy is the first

woman sailedwhich has

around the world against winds

and currents. From La Réunion

to La Réunion.

On board: SunWare solar

modules and FOX-charge

controller.
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Nowoflon features the same transparency as

solar glass and is extremely UV resistant due

to its fluor level.

The difference: Nowoflon is absolutely

shatter-proof. No shards and no risk of injury.

Though more expensive than glass, Nowoflon

offers far greater safety and flexibility.
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Maud Fontenoy circumnavigation

Pacific, 12° south and 126° east.

The nearest port is 3.000 mn

away. Now she needs material

she can rely on.
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SunWare quality

salt and sea water resistant

All modules are designed with an extra light

and semi-flexible aluminium sandwich core.

The mounting plate is completely encapsulated

in Nowoflon. On the side, the laminate verhangs

the mounting plate by approximately 5mm.

This gives the modules long-lasting protection

against the extremely corrosive sea water.

Each cable output is screwed and sealed

– utterly water-proof. The UV resistant PU

cable, flexible at low temperature, has a

length of 3m.
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Sea and salt water

The average salt content of

the oceans is 3,5%.

Quite a challenge for materials

and manufacture.



SunWare solar modules have a slightly

structured surface to optain the anti-slipness

effect, even when damp or wet.

At the same time the Nowoflon film is

extremely soil-resistant. Even stubborn soil

is simple washed away with the next rainfall.

Rounded corners and the extremely flat

module design prevent any trip hazards.

And with direct mounting on deck, by

adhesive or screws, nothing can get

entangled or jammed between module and

deck.

SunWare quality

safe & non-slip
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Whether long and slim or preferably square,

9 different models offer plenty of choice to

find the right size for you.
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Series-20
Cable output front,

for glueing and screwing

14 Wp

38 Wp

25 Wp

20 Wp

The right solar module for

any application.

The 20-series includes

9 module types of different

power ratings & sizes.

All modules in the 20-series

can be combined to a

larger system.
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38 Wp

50 Wp

25 Wp

100 Wp

Optimise your surfaces for maximum gain.

All SunWare modules are built using only

the best crystalline cells based on stringent

efficiency criteria.

The modules are safe to walk on with boat

shoes and perfectly conform to the curvature

of the deck.

See: www.sunware.de/serie-20

75 Wp



Series-20 details
Cable output front

All solar modules in the 20-series are designed

with a large number of cells for installation

without rear ventilation using either screws or

adhesive. As a semi-flexible assembly, the

modules can also be mounted on slightly

curved surfaces (curving up to 3cm per 1m of

module length).

Drilled holes around the edges ensure easy

fixing of the mounting plate, with collars

protecting the laminate from damage caused by

the screw heads. The module can just as easily

be bonded in place; the Nowoflon film on the

back is specially pretreated for optimised

adhesion of 1K polyurethane adhesive.
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The cable can be looped

right from the outlet to

the rear of the panel.

Each module comes with

10 white screw collars

for 4.5mm countersunk

screws.

Sophisticated
in every

detail!



Aesthetic integration of the solar

modules.

9 module types of different power

ratings and sizes. Each module is

designed, produced and tested by

SunWare experts to satisfy the

highest standards.
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Series-40
Cable output rear

Many applications require modules with

concealed cable outlets to prevent access from

the outside.

Designed with aesthetics in mind, the

exceptionally flat front of the 40-series modules

blends perfectly with the deck of elegant yachts.

14 Wp

38 Wp

25 Wp

20 Wp
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Solar systems used for industrial applications,

such as outdoor controls, HGV bodies, vans

or containers, are crucial for their operation

and security. To this end, the cable outlet is

inaccessible from the outside, protecting the

system from unauthorised manipulation.

Made in Germany by SunWare.

See: www.sunware.de/serie-40

75 Wp

38 Wp

50 Wp

25 Wp

100 Wp



An exemplary solution for aesthetically

sophisticated solar module integration:

40-series modules were directly built in

at the shipyard here.
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Elegant yachts use convincing SunWare

modules with rear cable outlets. All cables

disappear below deck – on-board aesthetics

are not marred by deck bushings or cables.

The 40-series can be walked on with boat

shoes and perfectly conforms to the curvature

of the ship's deck.

Series-40 details
Cable output rear
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Minimalistic

& aesthetic

The 40-series is designed for applications that

allow for a recess/cut-out to accommodate the

rear cable outlet.

Dimensions and technical structure are

identical with our 20-series. The modules are

resistant to saltwater and seawater as well.



All modules in the 20-series are generally

available from stock, modules in the 40-series

are made to order and are usually delivered

within 4-6 weeks. Both series are similar in their

design but feature different types of cable outlet;

sizes and power ratings are identical.

Type Wp Dimensions

SW- 20185 / 40185* 100 Wp 1012 x 689 x 4 mm

SW- 20166 / 40166* 75 Wp 1119 x 481 x 4 mm

SW- 20165 / 40165* 50 Wp 772 x 481 x 4 mm

SW- 20164 / 40164* 38 Wp 599 x 481 x 4 mm

SW- 20163 / 401 3* 25 Wp 426 x 481 x 4 mm6

SW- 20146 / 40146* 38 Wp 1154 x 273 x 4 mm

SW- 20145 / 40145* 25 Wp 807 x 273 x 4 mm

SW- 20144 / 40144* 20 Wp 643 x 273 x 4 mm

SW- 20143 / 40143* 14 Wp 468 x 243 x 4 mm

Figure analogous to page 12 and page 16

SW-20146

SW-20145

SW-20144

SW-20143

SW-20164

SW-20165

SW-20166

SW-20163

SW-40146*

SW-40145*

SW-40144*

SW-40143*

SW-40164*

SW-40165*

SW-40166*

SW-40185*

SW-40163*

SW-20146

SW-20145

SW-20144

SW-20143

SW-20164

SW-20165

SW-20166

SW-20185

SW-20163

* Modules with rear cable outlet

20 21

strong & independent

even for off-road & four-wheel
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Photo: Glen Raven® Sunbrella®

Solar energy on board, but without permanent

installation of modules by either drilling or

gluing on deck?

Tarpaulin, sprayhood and bimini offer excellent,

so far unused boat surfaces for solar energy.

How can they be used?

SunWare innovation: TX Solar modules-

with textile frames for textile surfaces on board.

Light-weight, flexible, foldable – simply ‘to-go’!

TX-Solar modules
Foldable and with a textile frame
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TX-Solar modules

Solar energy on so far

unused boat surfaces.

For tarpaulin, bimini,

dodger and sprayhood.

are manufactured fromTX-Solar modules

materials characterized by low weight and

special strength. They are optimally suited for

textile fastenings.

Special cell interconnectors will absorb

vibrations and provide durable protection –

on the bimini and when transporting the folded

module.



TX-22039
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TX-42039

TX-12039

TX-12052

TX-22039
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TX-Modules - SunWare solar modules with

textile frames and foldable wings.

Depending on rating class, comprising 1, 2 or

4 wings which can be simply folded for

transportation.

TX-Solar modules are stitched into an extremely

robust, textile frame. Provided with LOXX

fasteners (standard design). Appropriate LOXX

base parts for fastening on bimini, tarpaulin or

sprayhood are enclosed with every module.

We paid special attention to the module fittings

or accessories. As a standard, we included with

every TX-module: 10-meter cable, cable ties,

waterproof plugs, sockets and a cover cap.

Just all you need for fastening.

SunWare

TX-Solar modules
with 1, 2 or 4 wings

TX-42039

TX-12052

TX-Modules with eyelets (10mm) or without fastening

elements are also available upon request

TX-22052

TX-12039
TX-22039
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Solar modules TX-series
Foldable, light-weight and mobile

By car or plane – your TX-module is a light-

weight, easily stowable item when you travel

to your boat.

Once tarpaulin or bimini are provided with

LOXX base parts, you’ll fasten your TX in a

few simple steps. Leave your boat, take your

TX-module from the bimini and simply fold it

up for transport or for stowing it below deck.

The weekend!

Get out of your car,

walk over to the pier to

your boat.

A 200 watt peak power TX

module under your arm...
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*Number of wings, dimensions in () = in folded condition

Typ g* Wpe W Dimension Weight(Lx )W

TX 12039 1 38 873 x 431 2,2 kg

TX 22039 2 76 873 x 826 (413) 4,2 kg

TX 42039 4 152 929 x 1558 (385) 8,6 kg

TX 12052 1 50 1108 x 431 2,7 kg

TX 22052 2 100 1108 x 826 (413) 5,1 kg

TX 42052 4 200 1164 x 1558 (385) 10,4 kg

By the way: It’s yet more convenient to carry your

TX in its own TX bag. The bag is enclosed to-

with 2 wings.every TX module-



RX-22052 100 Wp

RX-22039 76 Wp
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RX-series

The plug & play solution
Unpack module, plug in controller -

ready!

RX-21052 50 Wp
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RX series modules are designed as a plug &-

play solution with charge controller.

Simply connect the controller to a 12V socket

or 12V cigarette lighter and plug the module

cable into the controller to charge the battery.

No installation needed!



Details of the RX series-
The ideal travel companion

The hasRX- eris es

9mm eyelets all around

for easy attachment.

Mobile use of efficient solar modules has never

been easier. One module fits many applications.

Be it boat, caravan, holiday home, off-road or

outdoors, simply plug the module with the

controller into a 12V socket – ready.
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Each module comes

with the appropriate

controller with vehicle

plug. Charges AGM, gel

& lead acid batteries.

TIP: Take an RX module with you when you hire a caravan

or charter a boat. A single RX-22039 or RX-22052 eneratesg

enough electricity to power your refrigerator  for perfectly,

chilled drinks at any time.

The cabling is designed

and tested to withstand

thousands of bends.

Each module is double

stitched into the robust

textile frame.



Best artnerP

you areWherever

33
ivanhedlund.se



Charge controller FOX-062

All come with a controller.RX-modules

The integrated LED indicator shows the

battery status.

Vehicle plug

Charge controller FOX-062
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Figure analogue to page 28

can be folded to a convenient sizeRX-modules

for easy transport and storage on travels.

The folded modules are designed to protect the

cells on the inside. 9mm eyelets around the textile

edge allow fastening of the module in a variety of

ways using tent pegs, rope, bungee cords, etc.

The module comes with an integral 5m cable,

which can be extended with an optional plug-in

ready 5m extension cable ensuring optimal

positioning of the module in the sun for maximum

efficiency while the vehicle is parked in the shade.
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RX-22052
RX-21052

RX-22039

RX-Series
Foldable, with 2 wings

Type Wp Dimensions Weight

RX-22052 100 Wp 1106 x 826 x 4 mm 4,5 kg

-22039 76 Wp 873 x 826 x 4 mm 3,4 kgRX

-21052 50 Wp 1265 x 429 x 4 mm 2,3 kgRX



The fastest unsupported row from USA to England

was set by (NL) within 60 days,Ocean Fours

16 hours and 19 minutes. From New York to

Bishops Rock.
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Conventional on-board instruments

are supported by state-of-the-art

technology.

FOX charge controllers have proven their

efficiency in 2 years of use.5

We have systematically enhanced the charge

algorithm for the gentle and highly efficient

charging of your battery systems.

By combining advanced technology with

sturdy components, FOX charge controllers

are 100% reliable, safe and long-lasting.

Especially on board, there are often high

battery capacities. FOX charge controllers

protect your battery system, both on long

journeys and while you are absent.

FOX-charge controllers

Precision and high-tech

37



Sturdy design

& high-quality

materials
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Why charge controllers

from SunWare?

SunWare charge controllers use stainless steel

terminals for cables of up to 16 mm².

Thus even large charge currents are conducted

to the batteries without losses.

The large heat sinks of FOX charge controllers

enable the operation even at high indoor

temperatures, such as are usual on a boat or in

a caravan.

In many cases, 2 separate battery systems are

on board (for the engine and the living space).

For this application, SunWare has developed

specific FOX charge controllers for 2 separate

battery systems, which guarantee the gentle

and highly efficient charging of batteries.

39

Terminals made from VA for 16mm²

cables - a stable connection.



FOX-220

FOX-320

for 2 battery systems

FOX-MD1

remote display & programming unit
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Series FOX-X20
High-tech for

your battery

FOX-320, FOX-220

and FOX-MD1

Precision and high-tech

In this FOX charge controllers, we have

separated the display unit from the controller.

Now the controller can be installed in the

vicinity of the batteries.

The controller is connected to the optional

remote display by a prefabricated cable (just

insert cable at both ends - done!).

The distance between controller and display

can be up to 10m. Due to the remote display

and programming unit FOX-MD1, measured

values can be displayed and battery types

and charge parameters can be changed.

The backlit display and the membrane

keyboard ensure greatest convenience for

operation and reading. The controllers are

designed to protect against 20A overcharges

and 20A total discharges.

More technical data: see page 48
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FOX-320, FOX-220 and FOX-MD1

FOX-320 power unit in the battery compartment

and FOX-MD1 remote display in the switch-

board. The elegant solution.
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Series FOX-X60
Performance and

Comfort

FOX-260
FOX-360

for 2 battery systems
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Comfortable operation and handling, ease of

installation and manifold display features are

the characteristics of the controller-series FOX-

X60.

The illuminated display with large lettering can

be excellently read at particularly wide angles

of view – even in low-light conditions. Battery

voltages, charge/discharge currents and

module-generated power are displayed in

detail. Battery charge conditions can also be

alternatively read off bar charts. Values to be

displayed can be accessed simply and swiftly

via the keyboard.

Special charge characteristics have been

developed for the battery types AGM, gel and

lead acid – the type of battery can be

individually determined for every battery.

Overcharge and exhaustive discharge

protection is designed for 20A respectively.

More technical data: see page 49

Controller with

graphic display

FOX-260, FOX-360

FOX-260, FOX-360

controllers with integrated & illuminated

display. FOX-360 is designed for

charging 2 separate battery systems.



Miniature charge

controller

Plug-in ready without tools
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Charge level indicator

Vehicle plug

The FOX-062 is an advanced miniature charge

controller for 12V and 24V solar systems.

Despite its small size the overcharge protection

is designed for a solar current of 6A. Reverse

current protection is integrated. Easy plug and

play! Simply plug the controller into the vehicle

socket or cigarette lighter, connect the module

cable on the input side - ready! The battery is

instantly charged by the solar module.

Selection charging characteristics:

AGM, gel & lead acid batteries
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FOX-062
Plug Playand

Charging characteristics can be set to lead

acid, gel or AGM batteries.

The FOX-062 is included will all RX modules.

Supplied with 1m adapter cable with SureSeal

plug for connection of conventional solar

modules.

Technical data: see page 49

FOX-062



FOX-D1

FOX-D1/E
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FOX-D1 and FOX-D1/E have been designed

as universal digital displays. Available with

flush or surface mount casing, they show the

current battery voltage and the current charge

or discharge current. Both are suitable for

12V and 24V systems of up to 20A.

Particularly easy installation byAdvantages:

means of integrated shunts. Minimum internal

consumption (1.8mA only), the display can

remain activated at all times. Possibility of

switching between voltage and current

display. Technical data: see page 49

Current and

Voltage Displays

FOX-D1 & FOX-D1/E

47

Compact
& functional for

more Overview
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FOX-220/ 320 Charge controllers

Tech. Data FOX-220 FOX-320

System voltage 12 V/ 24 V automatically

Overcharge protection 20 A

Discharge protection 20 A

Nightlight-function 20 A

Displays 3 LEDs 4 LEDs

For  2 batt.-systems — yes

Power requirement 12,0 mA

Terminals 16 mm², VA

Dimensions LxWxH 126 x 107 x 53,5 mm

Weight 300 g

Options FOX-MD1 connected

FOX-MD1 Remote display

Tech. Data Value

Power requirement 3 mA

Backlight 50 mA, 10 sec.

Max. cable length 10 m

Dimensions built-on 157 x 65,4 x 41 mm

Dimensions built-in

Mounting frame 150 x 58,5 x 34,3 mm

Panel cutout 125,5 x 53,5 mm

Weight 150 g

Technical Data
FOX-Charge controllers & Displays
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FOX-D1, FOX-D1/E Displays

Tech. Data Value

System voltage 12 V/ 24 V

Power requirement 1,8 mA

Voltage indicator 8 - 48 V

Current display +/- 20 A

Dimensions FOX-D1 100 x 56 x 44 mm

Dimensions FOX-D1/E

Mounting frame 115 x 78 x 35 mm

Panel cutout 56 x 84 mm

Hole distance 92 mm

Weight 120 g

FOX-062 Mini charge controller

Tech. Data Value

System voltage 12 V/ 24 V automatically

Overcharge protection A6

Display color1 LED, 3-

2 battery-systemsFor no

Power requirement mA3,9

gWeight 75

FOX-260/ 360 Charge controllers

Tech. Data FOX-260 FOX-360

System voltage 12 V/ 24 V automatically

Overcharge protection 20 A

Discharge protection 20 A

Nightlight-function 20 A

Displays illuminated graphic LCD

For 2 — yesbattery-systems

Power requirement 7,0 mA (18,0 illuminated)

Terminals 16 mm², VA

Dimensions LxWxH 128 x 107 x 53,5 mm

Weight 300 g



Photos: Swiss Catamaran Concept SA

Boatyard installation

perfect & elegant

& inconspicuous
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Solar can look this good.



About SunWare

Solar systems for yachting,

caravans, off-road & outdoor.

Since our foundation in 1987, we develop and

produce solar modules and charge controllers.

All our products are built for extreme conditions

and have stood the test for many years in off-

shore, off-road, automotive and industrial

applications.
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Next to the production of our solar modules

and charge controllers, we are consistently

focused on optimising our existing products

whilst investing in the development of new

production processes and products.

SunWare products have been in use all over

the world for more than 2 years.5

And we can proudly say: they have proven

themselves optimally!

Development and Research
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Made in Germany

Our products and components are

meticulously tested at various stages in the

production process and undergo individual

testing and measuring one final time before

travelling at times long distances to

customers all around the world.

Quality check

From the design and development stage, as

well as random samples throughout

production, all our products are tested in our

in-house climate exposure test cabinets and

saltwater test facilities using real North Sea

water.

Be it bending, vibration, overvoltage or dis-

placement, SunWare products are offered to

the customer only when they have passed

every single test.



Solar Systems
for water sport, off-road

& outdoor use

Efficient power supply is ever more important;

invest in high-quality SunWare solar systems and

charge your batteries with solar modules.

SunWare solar modules generate all the power you

need for your refrigerator, electronics, pumps and

lighting. Enjoy your holidays with chilled drinks and

let the sun do the work for you.

Benefit from our expertise as a solar panel manu-

facturer with more than 25 years of experience and

opt for sophisticated products you can trust in

every respect, even off the beaten track.

Our SunWare systems are used for:

Sailing and motor yachts�

ff-road vehicles� O

Recreational vehicles with pop-top roofs�

GPS monitoring of containers�

� Industrial plants, for measuring & analysis

systems

� Navigation marks for inland waterways and the

open seas

� Lifeboats for commercial vessels

Self-sufficient measuring & control systems�
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